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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to identify dimensions of trust between family members in family-owned SMEs and
long-term non-family employees who have been working in the enterprise with at least two generations. The data
of the study were collected through interviews with the second generation members actively working in ten
family businesses that operate in different sectors. The thematic analysis of the interview notes revealed that the
dimensions of trust of family members in non-family employees included competence, identification and
personal trustworthiness. Competence of the non-family employees means that they possess the practical skills
to tackle various issues related to the family and enterprise. Identification of the long-term employees with the
enterprise refers to the content that can be explained with the protection of the interests of the family and
enterprise, self-commitment, and adaptation to the values. This is interpreted as psychological ownership.
Trustworthiness, on the other hand, points to the ethical conduct such as truthfulness and contentedness. These
findings show that trust in the non-family employees who have been working in family-owned SMEs has a
specific context. Suggesting some implications for future studies, the findings also contain evidence
demonstrating that the family business is a strong niche for scholars studying organizational behavior.
Keywords: family business, SMEs, trust, non-family employees, family members, psychological ownership
1. Introduction
Family business is the most common business organization form throughout the world and nearly all firms
started as family-owned businesses (Lee, 2006, p. 103). Although the ratio of the family-owned businesses to the
total business population in the world varies across different countries, it is estimated to range from 65% to 90%
(Sharma, Chua, & Chrisman, 2000, p. 233). The majority of these enterprises are small and medium sized. Their
structural and behavioral characteristics, strategic orientations, cultural features, environmental relationships,
sustainability efforts make them interesting for both academicians and practitioners. Gagné, Sharma and
DeMassis (2014) drew attention to the consensus among scholars that these firms are conceptually and
qualitatively different from non-family firms due to the influence of family members and kinship ties on the
enterprise (p. 643). Sharma, Chrisman, and Chua (1997) stated that family businesses may differ from
non-family businesses because the controlling family’s influence, interests, and values have overriding
importance (p. 4).
In terms of new knowledge potential, business formation, growth and expansion, professionalizing, strategic
management, and succession are central themes in family business research (Bhat, Shah, & Baba, 2013).
However, there are many other phenomena concerning family businesses that are yet to be discovered by
researchers. Campopiano, DeMassis, and Chirico (2014) noted that some important issues and topics related to
such businesses have only been marginally studied (p. 244) and (Bhat et al., 2013) stated that few aspects are
known about the differences between large and small sized family businesses. Gagné et al. (2014) find it
surprising that scholars studying organizational behavior have not paid attention to family businesses. Moreover,
Sharma and Carney (2012) indicated that the subjects specific to the family-owned businesses offer opportunities
to develop original theories. They explained that family businesses have got the potential because they have the
capacity to develop intangible assets such as social capital, trust and tacit knowledge, but there are a limited
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number of studies on these topics due to measurement difficulties (p. 234). Recently, some researchers have also
underlined this issue. For example, Rafaeli (2013) argued that the emotional aspects in family-owned businesses
are not known adequately. Bee and Neubaum (2014) drew attention to the fact that the context of family
businesses provide researchers with opportunities; as a matter of fact, one of the research questions they suggest
is whether the emotions that non-family managers experience are different from the emotions that managers in
non-family businesses experience (p. 331).
Family business is one of the most powerful forms of social capital; however, it has still not received the
attention it deserves. In fact, it is possible to see that the issue of trust is often mentioned when stewardship and
agency theories are adapted to family businesses (Henssen, Voordeckers, Lambrechts, & Koiranen, 2014).
Nonetheless, lack of studies focusing directly on trust relationships in the specific context of these businesses is
strongly felt. Particularly, trust may be a key variable to understand different aspects of relationships between the
family members and non-family members. Some non- family employees have been in the business working with
family members from several generations; these employees have witnessed the history of the family and the
business. Hence, this situation cannot be explained through a stable employment policy; probably there are
strong special trust relationships between the parties.
2. Trust in Family Businesses
Trust in interpersonal relationships occurs when either of the parties expects the other party not to do harm to or
abuse himself/herself (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer, 1998) and it has cognitive and affective foundations
(McAllister, 1995). Cognitive trust is based on beliefs about competence, integrity, responsibility, credibility,
reliability, and dependability (Ribiere & Sitar, 2010, p. 39). However, trust is not only thought but also felt
(Kramer, 1999, p. 572); affective trust is built in emotional bonds and parties believe that these sentiments are
reciprocated (McAllister, 1995, p. 26). This structure of trust includes the dimensions of benevolence, being
interested, loyalty, altruism, commitment, and mutual respect (McAllister, 1995; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman,
1995; Davis, Schoorman, Mayer, & Tan, 2000; Jarvenpaa, Shaw, & Staples, 2004; Ribiere & Sitar, 2010). In the
case of long-term relationships, parties feel committed to each other, which can be explained through empathy
and this eventually leads to unconditional trust. In the case of unconditional trust, sense of mutual identification
develops (Jones & George, 1998). Moreover, cognitive and affective trust can be related to each other; the
relationship starts from perceived cognitive trust and it can be transformed through experiences into affective
trust (Erdem & Özen, 2003, p. 131). McAllister (1995) emphasizes that some level of cognition-based trust may
be necessary for affect-based trust to develop (p. 30).
As family businesses have more complicated emotional dynamics than other businesses do (Rafaeli, 2013),
trust and loyalty distinguish such businesses from others (Eddleston, Chrisman, Steier, & Chua, 2010;
Sundaramurthy, 2008; Eddleston & Morgan, 2014). According to Sundaramuthy (2008), family business is a
dynamic beyond economic rationality, and trust is a fundamental value for such businesses (p. 89). Carlock and
Ward (2001) argue a family business makes valuing trust and creating a trusting environment the foundation of
their planning and management systems (p. 11), and trust becomes progressively family’s capital.
Gagnéet al. (2014) claim that the factors influencing trust may vary since family and non-family members have
different relationships that are based on different norms. In fact, often harmony or disagreement between family
members and non-family employees may arise directly because of a trust problem. For example, nepotism is an
important reason for distrust of non-family employees. Keleş, Özkan, and Bezirci (2011) found out in their study
that nepotism, favoritism and cronyism reduce organizational trust in family businesses (p. 10). On the other
hand, family members who think non-family members are not strongly loyal to the business are unwilling to
empower them due to lack of confidence.
Despite these general remarks, we cannot find an analysis regarding the details of a strong trust relationship
between family and non-family members. Debates concerning the employment of outsiders for management
positions in large-sized family businesses and reduction of their agency costs may be related to the trust issue
(Blumentritt, Keyt, & Astrachan, 2007). However, the studies in the literature have not sufficiently focused on
trust relation between the family members and non-family employees in small businesses, where informal
interactions are much stronger and which are more vulnerable to local cultural codes. Nonetheless, some
employees can work in such businesses for a very long time, and are in harmony with the family members;
except the categories of family members and non-family members, they constitute the third type that can be
defined as semi-family membership. They have a commitment to the founder/owner and also to the family
(Gagnéet al., 2014), and this strong posture provides a distinctive feature to them both within the business and
the family.
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The aim of this study to clarify which characteristics and behaviors of non-family employees in SMEs enable the
family members to trust them. The findings of this research on older non-family employees in family businesses
may contribute to the understanding of some behavioral dynamics in the context of SMEs.
3. Method
In this research, which was designed according to the qualitative method, face-to-face interviews were held with
10 second generation family members (4 female and 6 male) who accepted to participate in the research. The
participants were from 10 enterprises in different sectors (trade, manufacturing and service) in Antalya. The
authors asked them the following question: “Which characteristics of your long-standing employees who have
been working with the 1st and 2nd generation of the family for minimum fifteen years make you trust them?” The
participants were asked to share their observations, experiences, and also previous generations’ experiences
regarding the senior employees working for the enterprise with two generations. Then, the interview notes were
transcribed and thematic analysis was performed. The main dimensions and contents of trust of family members
in long-term employees were, thus, revealed.
4. Findings
The participants explained in the beginning of the interviews that there is more than one non-family employee
who has been working there for minimum fifteen years. However, all participants were observed to highlight
mainly one specific long-standing employee during the interviews and shared their experiences with and
observations about that employee indepth. The researchers did not intervene in this situation, and considered this
spontaneous preference as an interesting finding of the research.
The family-members participating in the study and representing the second generation first have stated that their
long-standing non-family employees have a good command of many processes in the enterprise, facilitate these
processes for everyone in the enterprise and they are problem solvers. These employees have full knowledge of
all events related to the business and family. Particularly they find quick solutions to the problems of family
members and of the business and they function as facilitators. This competence makes them indispensable for
the family and business:
“… they are like 24/7 back-up … They are the first to come to my mind whenever I face a problem … I call
them whenever my car breaks, and whenever I cannot find my keys …” (n. 2)
On the other hand, they also indicated that the non-family employees mentioned in all interviews protect not
only the interests and important resources of the business but also the family from other groups (internal or
external). They have always stood by the side of family members throughout all the challenging times since the
establishment of the enterprise. They have not even abandoned the enterprise despite the better job opportunities
they have been offered outside; they have always remained loyal and faithful. This points to the fact that the
non-family employees identify themselves with the family and enterprise:
“… they have always been here, so we are like a family after all these years together. Both we and they feel
as if we were a family: A relationship close-knit ... (6)
“… these people live with us.. in good times and bad times, they back us not only for the business-related
matters but also to share our happiness and sadness!”(7)
“… they ensure the sustainability of the culture by isolating those who are not in harmony with the culture
of our business …” (1)
The family members thought that all these traits of non-family employees they mentioned under the scope of
competence and identification are associated with their personal trustworthiness: Integrity, decency, honesty,
contentedness and sincerity of these employees make them trustworthy in the eyes of family members. Family
members can entrust their enterprise to these non-family employees without any concern and without any doubt:
“… he is personally very trustworthy … my father confirms all information in the enterprises by asking his
point of view … he has never disappointed us! …” (3)
“… he is very contented! …” (1)
“… I trust him so much that he can go our home and grab the required document from any drawer!” (2)
In summary, the findings we obtained show that the main dimensions of trust of family members in non-family
employees in a family business are competence, identification and personal trustworthiness. Table 1 presents all
findings collectively including the dimensions, contents of trust and characteristic verbatim from interview notes.
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Table 1. Trust in non-family members/employees
Dimension of Trust

Contents

Verbatim Examples
….They assume responsibility for many things that are not defined in their terms of reference …for
example, they settle down many issues inside and outside the company although they are at
advanced age … they complete the tasks on time, they do not deal with their private issues in the
meantime …(1)
….They don’t have a certain job definition; he tackles the business whenever my father needs
someone trustworthy, someone to entrust the company with and whenever he is outside the
company…(2)

Competence

Being
knowledgeable of
many jobs, being
a problem-solver
and getting things
in
order,
hardworking,
being disciplined,
finding
quick
solutions to the
problems
of
family and firm,
facilitation

….whenever my father is out, nearly all powers are granted to him …of course my father is
informed about all processes in the shop and all decisions to be taken while he is out of the shop,
but we usually leave the things to him ….he will take the right decision anyway (3)
….he worked in all departments in the factory. Now the cash box of my company is entrusted to
him.(4)
They have written job definitions. In addition to that, if there is something to be done although it is
not in his job definition, he does not hesitate to settle it down as he thinks it has to be done(5)
..they have high job performance, they are disciplined …(6)
..for example, they sell, executes the sale transaction at the public notary. He transports cash from
one bank to another….ever since I could remember, he has been here. He was the one who used to
take me from school when I was a kid and now he is still the one who sells and executes the bank
transactions….(7)
…our company is challenging, we never stop…we always have a story and we demand many
things from our employees, he is the one who can always meet these demands! (8).
..we hire day watchman to prevent robbery, but he sometimes says he can come if we cannot find
anyone for day watchman position! And never leaves the construction side unattended.. (9)
.. he knows everything about the production process; where the machines will be settled, where the
raw materials will come from, where they will go, how the flow will be…this knowledge of him
makes us efficient …(10)
..he protects all resources of the company (materials etc.), has eyes only for them, he warns the
other staff members about this matter ….(1)
..he checks if things are done accurately at the company …whenever he finds something wrong,
he warns the other staff members… he feels as if he was from the family …(2)
Everyone left the company in hard times, but this foramen was always with us. He always
protected and took care of our interests against the others. But I remember the times when he
was not paid for months (3).

Identification

Protecting
the
company’s
interests,
important
resources and the
family
against
others, being in
harmony with the
values of the
family,
being
loyal and faithful,
commitment

They are in harmony with the company’s culture …In fact, those who do not adapt to the culture
leave the company in short time ….(4)
…at a certain point after many years, they assume the ownership of the company more than we do.
For example, if a storm breaks out at night and rained cats and dogs, he comes to the company
and turns off the alarm, checks if there is any damage and then goes back home (5)
I think they are very loyal. From my perspective, sometimes I put myself into their shoes and ask
myself if I would work at the company as long as they did. I think they feel attached. They
embrace the company to a great extent. … for example, he knows the company’s history because
he has been in that history … he tells the history to the new staff members …(6)
As we have been working with him for a very long time, our code of conduct is their code of
conduct. I even think their code of conduct has reflections on our code of conduct. ..(7)
…he was assigned to a very minor post, but now he knows all our price lists, they know our
temper …It means they belong to this enterprise…(8)
…he doesn’t hesitate to perform the tasks although they are not specified in his job definition… he
makes sacrifices if required by the business (9)
.. the company's affairs are above all other things for him, he does not even give time off to
employees unless they have important excuses (10)
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….they both do their job well and they are honest, trustworthy, altruist… (1)
They haven’t done anything to betray our trust for so many years...otherwise it wouldn’t last so
long, they neither did something behind our back nor did they steal any money from us. If they had
wanted, they could have done so because they carry lots of money ….For example, if I give him
100 liras to buy something, he gives me back 5 liras if he spends 95 liras of it …(2)
…my father gives the credit card to him for his spending, he can do anything he wants, but he
spends only as much as he needs … he is trusted fully.(3)

Trustworthiness

Honesty,
truthfulness,
frankness,
sincerity,
contentedness

He has the keys of my cash box, but he does not mind being inspected. When he is inspected, he
can give a report, give an account; when he makes a mistake, he can admit it, he is an exemplary
fellow companion… (4).
I trust him so much that I can give the key of the cash box to him ….In all these years, he has
never abused it (5)
We have never seen anything he did to betray our trust. We’ve never experienced anything like
cheating, corruption and as such …..(6)
Trust between us has been tested for many times...they managed to get through such tests.(7)
…I have never heard him saying that his salary is not enough…(8)
…we have tested them many times sometimes without being noticed and sometimes explicitly, we
have never observed any abuse (9)
...Colloquially, he does an errand. If the car is to be sent for technical inspection, he can go, we
entrust him with our keys and everything. He has never abused us. He works as if he were our
hand. (10)

Furthermore, the second generation family members participating in the research strongly emphasized that
long-standing employees have always been rewarded by the founders and all family members for their loyalty
and faithfulness and they have always been protected by the family. The family members give close attention to
their needs and problems because they consider them as part of the family:
“… we know all their families and characteristics. Their problems and needs are observed closely; their
needs, if any, are met … we are like a family here … (1)
“his daughter and nephew also work with us … I recently heard something interesting: they used my
father’s car as the wedding car for his brother, ... (2)… among all employees, he’s like a family member …
they call my dad grandfather ... and I call him uncle …
“… I think my father was like an older brother and father to him….we even feed the rabbit at the enterprise
that his kid could not feed at home … He’s like someone from the family (3)
“… they are my family … we see each other more than we see our spouses or kids … I note on my agenda
and follow their special days (4)
“We have a sort of family setting here … We have a team that gets the ownership of our business more than
we do … These employees think this enterprise is an assurance for them. I mean, they have the perception
that when something bad happens to them, the enterprise will back them ... (5)
“We know their families; we come together on special days like weddings and funerals. … We don’t see
each other at weekends …but we have a warm relationship, we are like a family … the reason why they
work with us for so long is because my father has a humanist attitude … he values them … (6)
“… they have been working here since the time of my grandfather … we know their families … we know
where they live, their mothers, fathers, pedigrees. … I mean, they are like family members. (7)
… I’m like brother to the employees (10)
However, it was understood that the informal and close relationships between the family members and
non-family employees are restricted to the relationships within the enterprise. These relationships do not turn
into sincerity or friendship relation that can be maintained outside the enterprise:
“… we have limited interaction outside; … because otherwise it would be perceived as inequality by other
employees or they may have a different self-perception…” (1)
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“… we have an edge when it comes to visits at home …” (3)
“I try not to miss their weddings, funerals and births but other than that I try to avoid family visits.” (4)
“... we don’t live inseparably outside. We don’t have that kind relationship in the sense of socializing
outside, visiting families at home” (5)
“… we come together on special days. But we don’t meet at weekends or at another time” (6)
… No, we don’t see each other outside. At least I don’t like such things. But when there is a funeral or
wedding, we pay a visit to them. (9)
“... We definitely visit them on their happy days, sad days to share their feelings. However, we don’t see
each other outside with the whole family members” (10)
According to all findings, trust relationship between family members and non-family employees in small and
medium sized family businesses develop and mutually get stronger in the course of time. Family members trust
their long-standing employees and similarly the employees trust the family. This relationship, which has a long
history, gradually turns into mutual loyalty with a strong emotional content and informal relationships are
usually protected by the boundaries of business.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
Family-owned businesses are organizations that generate a specific behavioral pattern because the economic and
social structures are intertwined. Sieger, Bernhard, and Frey (2011) refer to many studies and state that
family-owned businesses are often known for characteristics such as paternalistic–autocratic rule,
founder-centric cultures, lack of delegation, in-group and out-group perceptions of non-family employees,
altruism, and nepotism (p. 78). These characteristics distinguish family businesses from non-family businesses.
Since the family members are in the owner or employee positions, they are subject to an organizational culture
where family and business values are fused. Particularly the small and medium sized family businesses have a
strong informal structure, flexible business practices, lower formalization levels (Kok, Uhlaner, & Thurik, 2003),
which differentiate them from not only non-family businesses but also large sized family businesses with respect
to their emotional and social codes. Zellweger and Astrachan (2008) stated that in collectivist cultures owners
display higher levels of emotional value than owners in individualistic cultures (p. 356). Furthermore, Lee (2006)
found out that parentalism is often extended to nonfamily employees, promoting a sense of stability and
commitment to the enterprise among all employees (p. 105).
LaChapelle and Barnes (1998) argue that high trust relationship with non-family employees is a requirement for
the performance and sustainability of the enterprise. Jimenez, Martos, and Jimenez (2015) assert that there is
higher trust, participation and better business climate in family businesses as they have better social relations
than the other enterprises. They consider these elements as the determinants of the organizational harmony. Most
of the time, the reputation and trustworthiness of the founder also influence the internal and external trust
perceptions about the enterprise. The content of trust varies in this type of enterprises across relationships
between the family members and staff; enterprise and the suppliers; customers and the other environmental
actors. It also plays a critical role in succession. Despite its importance to this extent, trust in family businesses is
not studied thoroughly within the context of organizational relationships. Gagné et al. (2014) state that few
studies in the context of family business have focused on trust and justice (p. 650). However, trust has a
multifaceted and complicated structure; therefore, it should specifically be analyzed based on the relationship.
Eddleston and Morgan (2014) note that trust, commitment and closely-knit relationships are critical for the
sustainability of family businesses and they need to be studied from the perspective of processes, antecedents
and consequences of phenomena.
Relationship between family members and non-family employees, which forms one of the characteristics of
family businesses, is rather regarded as a potential of conflict; particularly nepotism is a cause of distrust by the
non-family employees. However, family businesses also have strong and positive relationships. Especially in
SMEs, some employees are as old as the history of the enterprise and have worked in harmony with members of
several generations for a long time. This relationship is special and different from the relationship of the family
with the other non-family members in the enterprise.
This study specifically focused on the trust relationship between the family members and the non-family
employees working for a long time with at least two generations in small and medium sized enterprises. The
sample of the research included ten SMEs and face-to-face interviews were held with the second-generation
family members of these enterprises. The participants shared the perceptions of the family about the employees
who have been working for a long time with the family. First of all, it can be claimed that the experiences are
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similar across the ten enterprises. It is noteworthy that although there is more than one non-family employee who
has been working for minimum fifteen years, there are not so many of them who gain the whole trust of the
family. There are only a few employees who are critically important to each enterprise and have become a part of
the organizational culture. Family members explain their trust in these employees with competence,
identification and personal trustworthiness.
It is remarkable that the competence of non-family employees has a content that is specific to the family business.
These employees are not formally top managers. However, they have acquired a wide and flexible range of
duties and responsibilities in time. These people are aware of things going on in the enterprise, observe the
events and other employees, facilitate the work for the family, lead problem-solving processes. In brief, they are
the hands of the family. They are cure-all men for the family. That is probably why the participants concentrated
specifically on one of the longstanding employees during the interview.
Family members find these employees loyal and trustworthy on the basis of their observations and experiences
in many years. They have tested their honesty, truthfulness and contentedness for many times. As they are
trustworthy, these employees have a high personal reputation in the eye of the family members. This finding is
consistent with the research findings of Ramos, Man, Mustafa, and Ng (2014, p. 307) who argued that in small
sized family businesses that provide long-term employment and security to their employees, such employees
develop a strong sense of obligation and reciprocity towards the organization and the family rather than just
doing what is written in their terms of reference. Their commitment has been defined in the literature as
psychological ownership. Psychological ownership makes one feel as if s/he was the owner of a place and this
feelings helps a person to express her/his own identity; it creates a sense of having a place (Pierce, Kostova, &
Dirks, 2001). Sieger et al. (2011) emphasize that long-term tenure enables long-standing employees to feel as if
they were from the family, creates in-group perception and develops psychological ownership (p. 80).
Addae-Boateng, Xiao, and Brew (2014) state that loyal employees commit themselves to the enterprise as if they
were the owners and they stay with the enterprise through good times and through bad times even if their income
is low (p. 16).
In addition, a human and social phenomenon, trust has culture-specific codes. Hofstede, Fritz, Canavari,
Oosterkamp, and Sprundel (2010) conducted a study to develop a detailed trust typology and argued that trust is
a culture-specific phenomenon because the societies are different from one another. Erdem and Aytemur (2014)
conducted a study on the Turkish business organizations and demonstrated that the cultural tendencies in a trust
relationship might change the expectations of parties. They found out that the dimensions of trust in the
subordinates include competence and honesty. In fact, the dimensions of trust in the longstanding employees in
family businesses also support those findings.
Turkey is among the societies with low social capital and low trust according to the results of some studies
(Uğuz, Örselli, & Sipahi, 2011). This means that trust is trapped within in-groups and trust relationship cannot be
easily established with people outside the group. As a matter of fact, mutual trust and loyalty between the family
members and non-family employees show that they are together forming an in-group. In addition, the fact that
family members consider the non-family employees as part of the family also points to the creation of an
in-group within business context. Furthermore, the studies regarding Turkish organizations have revealed strong
evidence for paternalist leadership behavior (Aycan et al., 2000; Pasa, Kabasakal, & Bodur, 2001; Berkman &
Ozen, 2008). The family members participating in our study also stated that they always protect the
long-standing employees together with their families and pay close attention to them. This finding is consistent
with benevolent paternalism expressed by Aycan et al. (2000) and Paşa et al. (2001). On the other hand, the fact
that family members keep long-standing employees at their arm’s length and do not maintain such relationship
outside the enterprise is an indication of the perception of power distance. Turkey is among the countries that
have high power distance (Hofstede, 1985; Berkman & Ozen, 2008) and it is important to maintain vertical
relationships and power distance in such cultures (Sargut, 2010).
In conclusion, even though this study had a small sample, it provides some clues that the trust relationship
between the long-standing non-family members and the family members in family-owned SMEs is a special type
of relationship. Yet, there are also some limitations in this study. Most importantly, the findings are limited to the
perceptions of family members who participated in the study and the perceptions of non-family employees were
not asked. This is a preliminary study and the authors are planning to analyze trust in further studies based on the
perceptions of both parties. They think that both parties should confirm that trust is a mutual relationship.
Moreover, close trust relationship that makes the non-family employees perceived as if they were from the
family is a more common phenomenon in small and medium sized enterprises, where the informal characteristic
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of trust relationship is more dominant. As the enterprise size gets larger and the number of outsiders increases,
can it also develop a trust relationship with a similar content? This may be suggested as a research question. In
the literature, it is known that stewardship theory focuses on outsider managers who are committed to the
enterprise (Davis et al., 2000; Miller & Miller, 2006; Blumentritt et al., 2007). Henssen et al. (2014) emphasize
that in studies on family-owned businesses, it is a traditional trend to focus on loyal, committed and protective
CEOs who display responsible behavior and altruism toward family members (p.216). However, stewards are
not often top managers in small and medium sized enterprises. Therefore, if stewardship theory also focuses on
the phenomenon of stewards specific to small and medium sized enterprises, it may provide original
contributions to the literature on family-owned businesses.
Finally, it should also be noted that the trust relationship between the non-family employees themselves was not
studied. In fact, this relationship may also create an interesting trust structure. Particularly whether the
relationship between the longstanding employees (who are perceived by the family as deputies) and other
non-family members creates a trust relationship or not may be an interesting research question. The following
questions are worth studying: Does their affinity to the family weaken their relationships with the other
employees? Or to what extent do the longstanding employees represent the non-family members before the
family? If they assumed such catalyst role, would the trust perception of the family about the longstanding
employees change? In conclusion, many behavioral questions concerning trust that are emphasized or could not
be emphasized in this study are pending to be studied within the context of family-owned businesses.
Particularly small and medium sized family-owned businesses have a rich relationship context. Thus, they offer
valuable research opportunities to researchers of organizational behavior.
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